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East Park Academy 
Geography Year 4: Where in the world? 

Overview of the Learning: 
In this unit children will focus on location and positional locations, focusing on key countries, continents, physical and human 

features. Pupils will develop their  
locational and place knowledge through the study of physical and human geography of a region of the UK and the wider world, 

using and applying their geographical skills.    

Core Aims  
 Children will develop their locational knowledge by naming 

and locating places in the UK, and the wider world, drawing 

comparisons and learning about environmental regions and 

land use patterns.  

 To understand geographical similarities and differences 

through the study of  physical and human geography of a 

region of the United Kingdom, European countries and a 

region within North or South America.     

 To develop their geographical skills through a range of 

sources, deepening their understanding of people and 

places.   

Pupils should be taught to develop their Locational 
knowledge…  

 Name and locate countries and cities of the United Kingdom, 
Europe, and the wider world, geographical regions and their 
identifying human and physical characteristics and land use 
patterns, understanding how some of these aspects have 
changed over time. 

 To understand geographical similarities and differences 
through the study of human and physical geography of a 
region of the UK, Europe and Wider world.   

 To describe and understand key aspects of physical and 
human geography  
(physical geography: climatic zones, biomes and vegetation 
belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes and the 
water cycle.  
human geography: types of settlement and land use, 
economic activity including trade links, distribution of natural 
resources including energy, food, minerals and water)  

 To use the eight point of a compass, four and six figure grid 
references, symbols and keys, atlases, maps to build upon 
knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world.   

Expectations 
Children can: 

 Name, locate and map specific places and geographical regions within the UK, Europe, Russia and North and South America.       

 To describe and understand key aspects of physical geography including climatic zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, 
mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes and the within and the impact this has on people and places. 
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 To describe and understand key aspects of human geography including types of settlement and land use, economic activity including 
trade links, distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water and the impact this has on people and places.  

  Identify and describe physical and human features of what places are like in the world.   

 Use atlases, globes, four and six figure grid references, ordnance survey maps and digital technology to locate and describe what 
places are like.  

 To analysis geographical data and evidence to draw conclusions and comparisons between where we live and other countries.   

 Ask geographical questions and investigate answers.  

 To use appropriate geographical vocabulary, related to topic they are studying.  

 To understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of human and physical geography of a region of the United 
Kingdom and the wider world.  

 Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  

 To identify and map human and physical 
features of the world.  

 To use a range of sources to investigate.    

 To use the eight points of a compass, four and 
six-figure grid references, symbols and key 
(including the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to 
build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and 
the wider world.  

 To develop mapping skills using a mapping key 
to identify the world’s continents.   

Introduce the children to their new geography topic – Where in the world?   
In talking partners discuss what you already know about our world. 
Generate questions they would like to investigate this term. Post it note enquiries.   
What is a physical feature? A human feature? Label all they can identify on a blank A3 world map.  
Can you identify the world’s continents and countries?   
Using maps, atlases and OS maps identify countries and continents, key physical and human 
features of our world.   
Using a world map, developing their geographical skills and a mapping key-  
To map the positions and significance of Equator, the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and 
Antarctic Circle.  
Using maps and atlases identify key places on their map-  
Refer back to their A3 maps- how accurate were they?  
What conclusions can you draw from your investigations?   
What have you learnt from mapping skills.  

 To describe and understand key aspects of 
physical geography (including climatic 
zones, biomes and vegetation belts) and the 
impact this has on people and places. 

 To describe and understand key aspects of 
human geography (types of settlement and 
land use, economic activity including trade 
links, distribution of natural resources 
including energy, food, minerals and water) 
and the impact this has on people and 

Using their learning about the world.  
Identify the countries of the world and the continents they belong to.  
What are the key features of the continent?  
EG general facts.  
Play a Taboo game of countries and the continents they belong to.  
Use a range of secondary and interactive sources to support learning 
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places. 
 To use key geographical vocabulary when 

communicating your understanding.  

 To draw conclusions based on research and 
findings.   

 To identify physical and human features of 
countries.  

 To ask and answer questions when investigating.  

 To use geographical vocabulary when describing 
physical and human features. 

 To use a range of sources to find out about 
countries.  

 To use atlases, globes, four and six figure 
grid references, ordnance survey maps and 
digital technology to locate and describe 
what places are like.  

 

Over a series of lessons…  
The children are going to investigate and explore the world where we live.  
Over the next few lessons children can investigate European countries, Russia, North and 
South America. (begin with closer to where we live and then move further afield)  
Children can focus on:  

 Physical features  
 Human features  
 Topical features 
 Land uses and landscapes 
 Maps, photographs  
 Economic activity  
 Leisure  and activities  
 Impacts on people and places. 

Looking at the sources, what conclusions can be drawn about key countries people and 
places?  

Children could produce a guide, information booklet, written outcomes, fact file, maps, graphs, 
tables and charts to communicate their learning of major countries and to record information. 

 Children could compare countries within the same continent and drawn upon similarities 
and differences.  

 Could further make comparisons between different countries and continents  
Espresso links with countries:  
Chile  
Sudan  
Madagascar 
Australia  
Antarctica 

 To identify physical and human features of other 
countries.  

 To use appropriate geographical vocabulary to 
describe key places.  

 To investigate the positive and negative impacts 

Why do you think people visit other countries?   
How does this impact on their economy?   
What is the most popular country to visit? Why?  
What physical and human features do these countries have that are so appealing to tourists?   
Buildings and main attractions.  
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of tourism and the impact it has on the economy, 
people and places.  

 

Children to further extend their investigations by using the I-pads.   
Possible learning opportunities: 
Present their findings in an informative guide  
A persuasive leaflet to attract people to visit Tourist guide. 
Picture of a feature and information written below.  

 To describe and understand key aspects of 
human and physical geography and the 
impact this has on people and places.  

 To ask geographical questions and 
investigate answers.  

 To analysis geographical data and evidence 
to draw conclusions.    

 To use appropriate geographical vocabulary, 
related to topic they are studying.   

Focus on Where in the world are the seven/ nine wonders of the world?  
What are these? Where are these? What do you know about them? Why are they famous 

landmarks?  
What are the impacts this has on people and places?  
Over the next few lessons investigate the wonders of the world (Natural) using a range of written, 

interactive, visual sources.  
Map wonders of the world and add a fact box 
Draw conclusions about the wonders of the world.  
Possible learning outcomes:  
Fact files, guides, graphs and analysis, report formats and PowerPoint presentations.  
Geographical conclusions based on the impact these aspects have on people and places and how 
they change over time.  

 To investigate physical and human features of 
countries, to find out what places are like.  

 To communicate using geographical vocabulary.  
 

 

Children can lead their own learning by deciding which country they would like to present.  
Children to gather research on their chosen place leading their learning with a human and physical 
feature that would attract tourists to visit a place, children can add information from prior lessons to 
present their learning.  
Children could create a fact file, a persuasive brochure to visit a human landmark/poster/guide to 
attract visitors to a specific country/information text for a nonfiction book about human features.  
-Impact of human and physical geography on people and places  

 


